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PREFACE
As Nigeria’s population continue to grow, the country’s effort in providing decent jobs for its citizens especially women
and youths, decent and affordable housing for all, effective basic services such as good road infrastructure, hospitals,
water and access to efficient energy becomes more cumbersome for the government. A large majority of Nigerians
live in penury and abject poverty; many who live in rural communities are moving away in droves to the city centre;
over-stretching the available urban infrastructure social and causing proliferation of slum communities in urban cities
like the Federal Capital Territory.
Over the past two decades, the government’s approach to curbing the housing deficit in Abuja and addressing the
urban population explosion has been to allocate plots/hectares of indigenous land to private developers who build
decent and supposed affordable housing for the few rich and thinning average class. While at this, the government
and development planners continually push the majority of poor citizens toward peri-urban locations and further
towards the edge of homelessness via forced eviction and demolition of slum and village settlement; the best case
scenario will be erecting giant walls that encapsulates the slum from plain sight. Mabushi an indigenous community is
one of such endangered community in the FCT. Despite being in the heart of the country capital, Mabushi people
ironically live in perpetual poverty; lack voice and suffer neglect from government and other supposed responsible
entities. This neglect have birthed high level of unemployment, crime, prostitution, drug and substance abuse and
gambling among its young population.
In a bid to give voices and opportunities to communities, HipCity Innovation Centre (HipCity Hub) with the support of
Heinrich Boell Foundation-Nigeria initiated an innovative ethnographic-survey research to explore sustainable
businesses and skills in slum communities; by creating a safe space where members of the communities could share
their challenges, dreams and aspirations for a better life. The research also extends into practical filling of skill and
financial gaps by matching identified deficits in the community with stakeholders (philanthropist, businesses, religious
bodies and government) that want to give back to the community. The research methodology in its innovative human
approach, opens a new frontier for real data collection; giving a face and feeling to data, so as to give project designs
and recommended solution an opportunity for dynamism (rather than the one-size-fits-all approach) and a good
chance of actual success in improving the lives of people in a sustainable manner.
With 10 field monitors living in Mabushi community for a period of six (6) weeks; not interrupting the existing statusquo, but sharing, experiencing and establishing relationship with the locales; the most honest and justifiable data were
gathered. With gathered information and trusted relationship, HipCity Hub identified the existential needs of the
community ranging from youth addiction to online gambling, alcohol, short time jobs need, fear of eviction, legitimate
prostitution, pollution from fuel wood for cooking, open defecation, lack of proper waste management culture, etc.
To help the people become more responsible to themselves and their immediate community, HipCity Hub organized
a Local Solution Lab; were members of the community were provided a safe listening space to share and prioritise
their challenges, needs, possible solutions, as well as identify what they can do to remedy the situation as well as
identify other persons and groups who should be able to support the desired change. In this exercise HipCity Hub
simply facilitated by ensuring tha t everyone gets to share their thoughts, frustration and also get others listening.
At the end, the community members all agreed and drafted a charter of demand for all stakeholders around the
identified issues. This charter of demand is articulated solely by the community slum dwellers in Mabushi with
support by HipCity Hub. It is authentic and represents the view of Mabushi community and her people.
This Charter of Demand comprised in this publication is envisioned to be used as a strategic engagement document
by all key stakeholders; locally, nationally and internationally towards ameliorating the high level of deprivations and
suffering (especially among youths and women) in Mabushi community. We solicit that as you peruse through this
charter of demand, that you will be filled with empathy to take action, collaborate towards taking action with HipCity
Hub to change the lives and living condition in Mabushi today.
Bassey Bassey
Executive Director, HipCity Innovation Centre Abuja
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DECLARATION
We the residents and inhabitants of Mabushi Village Abuja, do solemnly declare
that the Community Charter of Demand articulated in this document for the
purpose of strategic engagement and advocacy with stakeholders at all levels, is a
product of the local solution lab held between the 12 th and 13th of October in
Mabushi, Abuja. We the undersigned hereby declare that the information provided
herein presents our views and is accurate. It outlines solutions to problems faced
in our community as identified by us, the people of Mabushi Village.

Cross-section of participants at the local solution lab
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Giving Back to the Community:
Charter of Demand for Key Stakeholder around Mabushi Community

Aerial view of Mabushi slum Community

Every human, irrespective of race, religion, culture, sexual orientation, social class, age or
intellect, have a right to a good life; right to fair treatment, right to be heard, right to be treated
with human dignity; a right to ask especially when they have given either in kind, cash or
participation.

The quest for better living (in all its form) has driven significant population inflow to urban
metropolitan cities. This comes with rising urban poverty, insecurity, settlement issues, and
environmental challenges; it however, presents new opportunities for revenue generation and
labour exploration (or exploitation as the case may be) for labor seekers (employers), utility owners
(i.e landlords), businesses, governments and religious
institutions. The first point of arrivals for new urban
entrants, low income earners and the unemployed are
the urban slums or ghetto communities. With Nigeria’s
rising poverty and unemployment index, it becomes
only normal that the number of urban slums increase in
number.
Even in the Country’s capital (Abuja), there are quite a
number of urban slum communities; characterized by inadequate clustered houses, poor access to
electricity supply, no access to clean water, poor drainages systems, poor sanitation, no access to
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toilets, and zero recreational space. Economic activities in these settlements are more for survival
than for growth.

Urban slums in Abuja either lay side by side huge metropolitan structures and estates, or are walled
off from plain sight. Unfortunately, political leaders and development planners, only see these
densely populated tax/levy paying slum communities (and her people) for two things; winning
political elections (or vice for election violence) and then demolition (after winning election).
The most effort by NGOs, philanthropist or once in-a-while politicians either undertake a water
bore-hole project, commissioning public schools with absent facilities, or “saaraah” - “share food
during festive seasons”.

Because these community members and indigenes are legitimate tax/levy payers (either directly
or indirectly) and populate the Membership and Consumer data base of many Companies,
Churches, Mosques, Institutions, Trade/Business Association, and are active political players with
registered Political Wards and Permanent Voters Card (PVC), they therefore have a right to
demand for support and actions that will improve in sustainable manner their living standards as
they themselves have contributed to these institutions as humans, citizens, comrades, consumers
and brethren. Many times, a well prepared meal is better than a well prepared sermon…
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It is within this position and right as a person, indigene, community and fellow citizens, that we the
people of Mabushi Community, have with
the support of HipCity Innovation centre
through a 2-day Local Solution lab from
October 12th and 13th 2018, itemized, ranked
and voiced our social and infrastructural
challenges; as well as come up with
possible actionable solutions; part of which
various stakeholders will be called upon to
play their part in actualizing the desired change.

THE LOCAL SOLUTION LAB:

THE INFRASTRUCTURAL ISSUES identified were:
The absence of a pedestrian bridge around Mabushi (Nnamdi Azikiwe Express way), putting
school children at risk who are forced to cross the express to and fro secondary school.
Indiscriminate dumping of refuse occasioned by the neglect of government agencies (Abuja
Environmental Protection Board) in charge of waste evacuation, as residents dump waste in
tight gutter ways and corners around the community; exposing the community members to
health epidemic outbreak.
Absence of dignified and hygienic toilet facilities; as existing public toilets (Gidan wanka) are
unkempt pit toilets, with insufficient water, light and covers (unsafe for women and girls
especially, denying many their right to privacy.
Lack of/ poor drainage systems
High cost of portable water;
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Unnecessary increase in electricity bill cost (estimated billing);as most houses don’t have
prepaid meters
Poor ventilation due to close cluster of housing and not enough trees around
No accessible secondary schools for the community as children have to travel long distance.
Lack of recreational space within the community for children to play;
Low number of qualified teachers in schools around the community;
Poor access to quality healthcare,
No resettlement plan for Mabushi community indigenes; Lack of tenure security.
Poor air quality because of the use of firewood stoves and tree felling around the community
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THE SOCIAL ISSUES identified were
Increased rate in prostitution or Commercial Sex Workers (CSW); and the fact that
prostitution though illegal in Nigeria is somewhat treated as a legal business by some persons
in Mabushi community;
Increased Drug abuse and drug peddling rates; rising alcohol abuse among teenage boys and
girls;
Lack of mentorship in the community despite the number of religious organizations in the
community;
No access to information even with the rise in digital technology in Nigeria.
No skill development centre within the community;
High numbers of single young and struggling mothers; who are tempted to go into
prostitution as the men, who impregnated them do not take part-responsibility of the
children.
Docile religious organisations and associations in the community to initiate and raise social
issues in the community.
Small petty traders and artisans are not informed and have no access to institutions where
they can access soft credit loans.
Illiteracy is still a major challenge. Many adults would want to pay and go back to school,
but the school hours is the same as the work hours; thus they cannot leave their work (upon
which their immediate survival depends on) to go back to school (which also needs sustained
income to pay the school fees); need for evening lessons and training centres
No counselling or rehabilitation centres in the community; many commercial sex workers
and addicted youths need shoulders and expert counsellors to help them, but this is not
available; the religious groups also have a more condemning approach that puts this people
at distance; not encouraging repentance.
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Attendees of the local solution lab were able to identify five (5) priority social and infrastructural
issues each, and demand urgent fix around these issues. These concerns and solutions identified
from the local solution lab were used to formulate this Charter of Demand. It outlines strategic
solutions and a pathway to solving these problems. Key stakeholders in both the public and private
sector will be highlighted to identify the areas where they can provide support towards
ameliorating the suffering of the people living in this urban ghetto.
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THE ISSUES AND
ACTIONABLE DEMAND
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1. Toilets
Issues:
In this community, access to clean toilets and bathrooms or any at all is a major issue. A majority
of the houses in this community are closely packed and do not come with indoor plumbing options.
To counter this, community members use public bathhouses and toilets commonly known as “Gidan
wanka” (bathhouse in Hausa). Community members have to pay for access to these gidan wankas
for each use and often times they cannot afford to use these facilities especially for large
households. These prices range from N40 to N50 depending on if one is using the toilet or bath
facilities, and if you will need hot water. A large number of community members have resulted to
defecating in plastic bags and indiscriminately dumping these bags on street corners or in open
landfills. Some community members also subscribe to open defecation much to the dismay of other
residents because they cannot afford gidan wankas or do not have access to toilets in their homes.
The current state of these bathhouses is unhygienic and unacceptable. Community members deal
with unpleasant smells and constant fears of infections and other health related concerns. This
issue requires immediate attention.

Demand:
Owners and managers of the Gidan wanka facilities must have these facilities modified,
upgraded to modern standards, and cleaned regularly. New gidan wankas will need to be
constructed close to the homes and properly maintained by management of these facility.
Community leaders must enforce house owners and landowners to build housing units with
bathroom and toilet facilities.
Abuja Environmental Protection Board (AEPC) to encourage
and licence private individuals and organisations who may
want to build standard public bathhouses and toilets to
engender competition in the community, while warning and
enforcing sanctions to erring gidan-wanka.
Youths in the community to enlighten and ensure that
community members develop the mindset of refusing to rent
houses without toilets as this will pressure house owners to
construct houses or collaborate with the closest gidan wanka to
provide these services to their tenants.
The community have been generous to give Religious organisations land to operate,
members as worshippers and offerings; these groups should also help in providing toilets
which should operate as a business not for free.
The AMAC chairman and the council chairman representing Mabushi, should stand-up to
the task and support a youth or the Mabushi community chairman to set-up a power-clean
public toilet with solar powered bore-hole to provide water and other accompanying
services. This should serve as a new business model for the existing gidan wanka.
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2. Access to On and Off-Grid Energy and Electricity Bills
Issues:
Electricity poses a unique problem in this community. Majority of the housing units do not have
electricity meters and this prevents them from having bills that accurately represent their power
consumption. Abuja Electricity Distribution Company (AEDC) charge estimated bills to community
members, which are often overcharged and inaccurate. Some homes and business shops visibly
disconnect themselves from the national power grid during the day only to tap power from
adjoining buildings during the night. While some members of the community have individual meters
to themselves per household, some others get to share among themselves. This has caused strife
among the concerned households as some complain of paying for utility that they do not consume
as they are usually out during the day but still get to contribute equally with others who stay
permanently at home to buy energy units. Where this become burdensome, some members of the
community have opted to bypass the meters. MSMEs in the community are also hungry for off-grid
solution like solar to save their business.

Demand:
This community will need Abuja Electricity Distribution Company (AEDC) to perform an
energy audit to determine the exact bill of each household. This will ensure community
members are accurately billed.
The Abuja Electricity Distribution Company (AEDC) will need to install electricity meters in
households and business shops.
Community youth leaders will set up a task force to speak to community members about the
dangers of by-passing meters and also bring to book anyone who bypasses the issued meters,
tap or make attempt to tap electricity from other people.
Community Council will also write letters to AEDC, Consumer Protection Council (CPC),
Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission (NERC), and the Ministry of Power, Works, and
Housing about issuing and installing meters in every home to end the issuance of estimated
bills. This will also end the menace of community members bypassing the meters or tapping
electricity illegally which in overall short-changes the government and the power generation,
transmission and distribution companies.
Associations of SMEs needing power will organise themselves to jointly attract and engage
other operators of clean affordable energy so as to endear their members switch to more clean
reliable energy.
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Business owners in the community have also shown interest for solar for their businesses.
HipCity Hub should help in this regard to bring solar developers to meet with the business
people in the community.

3.

Proximity of Secondary school and recreational space for
community children

Issue:
The community in Mabushi Village is very supportive of education but some of the children do not
have access to secondary education for various reasons. Three major reasons for this are: the
distance of community to secondary schools, the lack of a pedestrian bridge to help children cross
the express highway, and the high cost of education. In the past, there have been reports of children
being killed by oncoming motorists on the express highway as they attempt to cross over on their
way to school. The community children access two secondary schools located in Kado-Kuchi and
Wuse Zone 6 which is a considerable distance from the community, hence not a good investment
for the parents. Some students have to pay travel fares for keke napeps (tricycles) and buses which
pose significant financial strain on their parents and families. All of these factors contribute to why
parents and children do not invest in secondary education especially for girls.

Demand:
Agencies such as UBEC will need to establish a government secondary school close to the
community to provide educational services to all concern. It will save the students from
putting themselves in physical harm and reduce the financial pressures on family
members to pay transport fares.
In line with the above; the community demands that their peculiarity should be taken
into consideration, hence in the interim, the secondary education board can operate an
afternoon school system in the premises of the only government school in the community
(LEA Primary School Mabushi).
Community members will also write letters to UBEC to establish a local secondary school
in the community. In this letter, they will cite the high school drop rates and the alarming
number of deaths of school children who have been killed while crossing the bridge.
The community member, specifically the head of environment and council of chiefs to
work with Hipcity Hub and other support groups to clear the refuse area, and make some
recreational space for children to play.
UBEC and other private schools should be encouraged to start evening classes at least for
adults who go out in the morning hours to work and desire to further their education.
This service should not be free, but payment plans flexible.
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The AMAC chairman, the council chairman representative and aspiring political office
holders as it concerns Mabushi, should map out and present to the Mabushi people
concrete steps and actions that they will be taking to provide a secondary school close to
the community, or a pedestrian bride to facilitate crossing of school children at the
Nnamdi Azikiwe Express Way. Finally, they should also engage with local community
chiefs and youth to map out and create a recreational space for children in the community.

4. Lack of Quality education
Issue:
There is a growing concern in the community regarding the quality of education being received by
community children from elementary government schools. From interactions with older community
members who attended the same academic institutions in the past it became apparent that the
perceived quality of education is significantly lower. There are six (6) schools in the community
within a 1 Kilometers radius (one government owned primary school and five private primary
schools) yet some of these schools do not meet the necessary educational standards. These schools
do not provide access to recreational and educational books outside of the academic curriculum.
There are no libraries and they do not have access to computer laboratories and trained instructors.

Demand:
Government agencies such as UBEC and AMAC should perform investigations into the
quality of teachers hired and ensure that schools have libraries (well-equipped and
functional) and computer labs are provided. The quality of teachers hired must be up to
approved minimum standard to ensure that the children are properly taught and prepared
for future academic challenges.
Community council members can also write letters to UBEC and AMAC about hiring quality
teachers and stocking libraries and computer labs.
Community demand the construction of libraries and computer labs in the community/
school from the Ministry of Education, the AMAC chairman and political actors in the
community.
Parents must ensure children be in school early and do not spend their morning hawking
goods and food items. Parents are also encouraged to pay surprise visits to their children’s
school and ask about their performance. This will ensure they are involved in their children’s
academic careers.
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5.

Indiscriminate Dumping of Waste and Air Pollution from
open firewood

Issue
Indiscriminate dumping of waste is rampant in this community. Community members do not have
access to or cannot afford dustbins. They have created makeshift dumpsites and have also overfilled
their designated dump site. Government authorities make periodic visits to these sites to evacuate
refuse but these visits are not frequently carried out. During the rainy season, the rain water pours
onto trash heaps and seeps into the ground where it enters boreholes and other underground water
storage units and this leads to health concerns. The pungent smell from the refuse poses strong
respiratory concerns for the residents close to the dumpsites, as they can barely open their windows
for ventilation, start up or continue their restaurant businesses in these environments.

Demand:
Mabushi community and Community chiefs to pass a bye-law against the dumping of refuse
indiscriminately.
In the absence of jobs, Community youths should act as watch dogs against indiscriminate
dumping of waste in the community. They can also caution other community members about
the open defecation and waste dumping.
Before the above 2 points, there is need for community youths to be empowered in the
business of waste collection and management. This can be done with the existing waste
collector system (Mai-bolar). The business arrangement should entail the registering and
provision of households and businesses dustbin/nylon bags for weekly waste collection, after
affordable fees are paid across flexible payment options.
Abuja Environmental Protection Board (AEPB) to sign agreement with community and a
private company (if need be), that will pick up the collected waste at designated points after
proper collections by community youths.
Hipcity hub to reach out to other Environmental NGOs to provide sensitization seminars for
community members to educate on proper waste disposal techniques; and the business of
waste collection.
Government agencies such as AEPB need to support the community appointed
environmental watchdogs with approval letters, registration, training, and permits to
oversee the community.
Government waste removal agencies such as AEPB need to increase frequency of dumpsite
visits. The AMAC chairman, council representative for well as political actors in the
community must rise to the task of ensuring that the waste are disposed as and when due.
On the open firewood, Hipcity hub and the women associations, food vendor association are
to meet with people in the business of clean cooking stoves to prove the efficiency of the clean
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stoves and then encourage other women to switch to clean stoves if made affordable.

6.

Prostitution and Drug Abuse

Issue:
The prevalence of drug use and prostitution has become a source of concern for residents of
Mabushi Village. Prostitution is treated as a proper business in the community. Commercial Sex
Workers are taxed like every other small business in the community. Sources of economic support
are hard to come by in the community due to factors such as lack of education and the general
unemployment rates in the country. Because of this, youths in the community have turned to
prostitution and drug peddling to provide financial support for themselves and their families. Some
youths have also fallen prey to recreational drug use and abuse. This is affecting their ability to
become productive members of society. There is a high rate of teenage pregnancy and this affects
the chances young women have to go to university.

Demand:
Solving issues as complex and intricate as prostitution and drug use requires support from
various areas, from religious organizations to community members and businesses.
All Churches and Mosques in the community have a responsibility to teach against social
vices and absorb members of the community, by providing them with a strong support
system. This can be done through counselling sessions and creating an interface to help teach
youth marketable skills and business support. They can also link former Commercial Sex
Workers (CSWs) and drug peddlers to business professionals in the community looking for
apprentices, if they are looking for other forms of employment.
CSWs are made to pay between N1, 000 to N2,000 a day for their accommodation depending
on the size of the room. The house-owners/landlords around this location make lots of money
from the Commercial Sex Workers. Compared to decent family that pays for a room for
N30,000 to N45,000 a year, a similar house is paid by a CSW at an accumulated cost of
N360,000 (N1,000 a day for 360 days). Thus landlords in Mabushi community that
purposefully give their houses to commercial sex workers should be passed a warning, else
face legal action as accomplice to the illegal act.
Landlords who give their houses out to commercial sex workers are alleged to be making
under-the-table deals with CSWs as they allow them conduct the illegal act in their property.
Such landlords need to be confronted by the community chiefs, as well as reported to the
enforcement agencies. Community leaders, Mabushi women and religious groups should
champion this report.
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The Police Division covering Mabushi cannot claim ignorance of illegal Commercial Sex
hawking in the community. They should as a matter of urgency pass a warning and
afterward arrest all involved in sex trade.
NGOs also have a responsibility to sensitize women and girls on the health effects and
financial impacts these practices have on their communities.
NGOs and CSOs must come together and lobby for better laws protecting girls forced into
commercial sex work (CSW) from abuse and hold clients and drug users accountable for their
actions. These organizations can also host counselling sessions for youths engaged in
commercial sex work, drug use, and drug peddling. They can also absorb CSWs, drug
abusers, and drug users who have undergone counselling into a business support and skill
acquisition interface. This will give them opportunities to reintegrate into society.
Traditional leaders should use their authority and pull in the community to speak against
social vices and support the work of CSOs and NGOs.
Youth leaders must constantly bring growing concerns and observations to community
leaders, support groups, and law enforcement authorities. This will ensure there is a constant
chain of communication and create a safer community.
Community women and Women Association members must support other women who are
pregnant without sufficient support systems. They can also educate young women on the
importance of paternity tests and legal influences in getting absent fathers to provide
financial support to their children.
An average commercial sex worker sleeps with ± 3 men a day; for a fee between N500 to
N2000 a day. Some of the girls are desperate to leave the act, but feel pressured as they have
to fend for themselves on daily basis. Thus they want a business that will fetch daily income
with little or no time to learn a skill for most. The Area council, Ministry of Women Affairs,
politicians, religious groups, NGOs and elites around Mabushi can support some of these
girls with soft loans, tricycles, mobile shops to sell wares, etc.
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7. High Rate of Unemployment
Issues:
Nigeria has seen record rates of unemployment over the past few years. As more graduates leave
tertiary institutions the spaces for white collar jobs become tighter and there are less opportunities
available. For those without formal education this race will become even tighter. In Mabushi
Village, a large number of youths do not have senior secondary school certificate or university
degrees and have found it difficult finding jobs. Many do not go to university because of their
financial constraints. Many see entrepreneurship as the wave of the future but do not have enough
expertise to venture into businesses of choice. During our local solution lab, several youths identified
business areas they would like to venture into. Most of these revolved around fashion design,
catering, and media arts.

Demand:
Religious leaders in the community (Muslims and Christians) need to encourage youths to
acquire further education and seek out skill acquisition centres to build their skills. They can
collaborate with community youth associations to organize regular seminars and youthfocused training. They can also financially support disadvantages youths, as is within their
means.
Existing business owners can form “learn and serve” apprentice arrangements with youths
to help the acquire skills and develop their business ventures. A large number of community
youths noted that they will be willing to take on apprentice positions if the opportunities
arise.
Former apprentices who were unlawfully deprived of their wages can seek out the help of
pro-bono lawyers to help argue their cases in court. This can help them reclaim their lost
wages and prevent this situation from becoming a normal occurrence.
The Federal Ministry of Power, Works and Housing (FMPWH), due to its proximity to the
community, has an essential role to play. It can hire community youths for clerical and
administrative jobs. This will give them a chance to gain business experience and build
careers.
Traditional Leaders can also encourage youths to pursue education and enroll in skill
acquisition centres. They should aspire to be more open and borderless when job
opportunities arise. This will ensure they are inclusive regardless of ethnic and tribal lines to
guarantee equality.
Youth groups can collaborate and liaise with external organizations to plan youth focused
seminars and trainings.
Community members demanded for the set up of a community skill centre to train youths
and women in various skills and also an ICT training centre to promote digital literacy among
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the youths. At the moment, Mabushi community does not have a single computer training
school or a cyber-cafe to boast of, community members who need to use these services go
across the community to places like Wuse 2, Jahi, Jabi, Utako etc.

8. Access to healthcare
Issue:
The medical personnel at the primary health centres in the community are not enough and also do
not have enough access to essential medicines to treat the sick and handle cases. A large number
of community residents rely on local medicine hawkers to provide them with medicines when they
are sick. Because the environment is not clean, it puts its inhabitants at risk of contracting several
diseases. Though there are community health centers they do not have the right equipment to
provide the necessary services.

Demand:
Churches and Mosques leaders in the community need to support community health centers
toward having better equipment acquired through crowdfunding and donations.
HipCity Hub and other identified NGOs can act as agents of social change by gathering
public awareness to issues facing community health centers. NGOs can also get AMAC to
pay more attention to health facilities and concerns in the community.
Hipcity Hub and other identified NGOs and health organizations can hold sensitization
events to teach community members how to preserve their health and the dangers of using
non-NAFDAC registered medicines.
The FCT-Primary Health Care Board should be reached to provide modern healthcare
equipment and recruit and train healthcare workers who are not only efficient but are
empathetic to human feelings. The Youth and Women Groups to draft letters to the FCTPrimary Health Care Board to this effect.
Mabushi Youth groups should also reach out through other medium and platform to call for
qualified volunteers; so as to improved health care service delivery in the community health
centre as the need arises. The religious groups in the community can also help out in this
regard.
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9. Access to credit and loans
Many businesses in this community find it hard to stay afloat or upscale due to lack of access to
business loans to upscale their activities. Many are afraid to seek out loans because they do not
properly understand how interest rates work and cannot find loan guarantors despite their best
efforts. Without this financial support they will not be able to support their own growth.

Demand:
•

Existing credit and micro finance institutions, social intervention agents of government can
act as members of necessity to carry out massive financial literacy programs in the
community. Thereafter, they can aggregate community members to form registered
cooperatives and associations to enable them access loans and other financial management
training opportunities. This will make it easy for NGOs to help link them to development
agencies who can provide loans and financial support to their businesses.

•

Loan agencies and government agencies like AMAC can provide interest soft-loans to help
grow their organizations.

•

Political leaders representing Mabushi should attract financial institutions to Mabushi to help
small business owners understand access to credit facility as well as provide same services
to the people.

On these demands we now charge
ourselves to work and seek the desired
change we need as a people...........
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During the rainy season, you will
not be able to enter the
community. Everywhere smells
badly.
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After the Local Solution Lab: Activating Demands
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Just before the
Mabushi Community
was exposed to the
Clean Cook Stove.
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COMMUNITY RESIDENTS SWITCHING OVER TO CLEAN COOK STOVES.
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Mrs. Grace

Mrs Grace receiving a zero interest business loan of
N50,000 to scale-up her yam business.
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A BRIEF OF HIPCITY INNOVATION CENTRE

The realization that daily the inequality gap keeps widening, with the civic space shrinking due to
sundry reasons, more women and young persons are locked in poverty and need for want, we
therefore recognize that for global peace to be sustained and migration curtailed, young people and
women must be trained and equipped with the right attitude, skills set and capacity to create wealth,
speak up against all forms of violence and victimization and most importantly play critical role in
decision making process.
Therefore at HipCity Innovation Centre we commit ourselves to ensuring free and democratic
access to information, sharing with groups that have difficulty to access. We accept the
responsibility to influence and cooperate with governmental institutions so long as the actions are
approved in a democratic manner and are not in any used as a tool for victimization of the people.
We recognize education as an inherent right of each human being. We defend the principle of free
and public education so as to guarantee the accessibility of education to all in order not to impede
the privatization of knowledge. We commit ourselves to promoting skills, knowledge transfer to
help guide more youths and women into sustainable businesses, while engaging with policy
shapers to make legislations that would guarantee that every huaman has equal rights and
opportunities to become the best they can be through their imagination and innovation without any
impediments or exclusion.
Vision - We envision a world where everyone irrespective of the circumstances surrounding their
existence have equal access to opportunities that would ensure that they attain self-actualization
without fear of marginalisation, victimization or outright exclusion from issues that concern them.
Mission - Our mission is to help everyone especially youths have the right mind-set to create wealth
through skills, coexist, value human rights, respect the rule of law, realise their full potential, and
meaningfully become tools for positive sustainable development.
HipCity Innovation Centre is registered in Nigeria with the Corporate Affairs Commission with
CAC No: CAC/IT/116821
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Suite 008, 3rd Floor,
Transpharm Plaza,
Solomon Lar Way,
Jabi, Abuja.
+234 703 452 0685
www.hipcityinnovationcentre.org
info@hipcityhub.com
info.hipcityhub@gmail.com
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